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Search is a ubiquitous property of life. Although diverse
domains have worked on search problems largely in
isolation, recent trends across disciplines indicate that
the formal properties of these problems share similar
structures and, often, similar solutions. Moreover, internal search (e.g., memory search) shows similar characteristics to external search (e.g., spatial foraging),
including shared neural mechanisms consistent with a
common evolutionary origin across species. Search problems and their solutions also scale from individuals to
societies, underlying and constraining problem solving,
memory, information search, and scientific and cultural
innovation. In summary, search represents a core feature
of cognition, with a vast influence on its evolution and
processes across contexts and requiring input from multiple domains to understand its implications and scope.
Exploration versus exploitation
Search, or seeking a goal under uncertainty, is a ubiquitous
requirement of life. Animals forage for food, territory, and
mates. Humans engage in a wide variety of search behaviors, from looking for lost keys, to finding financial opportunities, to seeking the meaning of existence. Moreover,
they search in a wide range of spaces, including visual
scenes, memory, social networks, information databases,
and more abstract environments such as problem spaces
associated with cures for disease, product design, and governmental policy. Search in each of these domains involves
trade-offs between exploiting known opportunities and
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exploring for better opportunities elsewhere. Here we
describe how the exploration–exploitation trade-off is fundamental to understanding cognitive behavior at various
levels, from its evolutionary origins to the function
of cognitive control across domains. How cognitive systems
handle this trade-off also has broad implications, from
harmful mental disorders to the progress of social innovation. The ubiquity of this trade-off and cognition’s solutions
to it implicate search as a common framework for understanding many aspects of cognition.
Fields ranging from animal foraging to computer science
use different terminology to describe what are fundamentally similar strategies for handling the exploration–
exploitation trade-off. In decision-making research, it is
referred to as exploitation versus exploration [1,2]; in visual
attention, the contrast is on focused versus diffuse search
[3,4], in foraging, intensive versus extensive [5], in memory,
local versus global [6], and in artificial intelligence, depthfirst versus breadth-first search [7].
The diversity of terms used to describe this trade-off
reflects a common problem across many cognitive domains
(Table 1). In response, numerous solutions have arisen. In
computer science, rules that achieve appropriate reinforcement learning have elements of exploitation intermixed
with exploration [8]. Ecological search strategies often
involve intensive local foraging mixed with occasional
exploration phases that move animals from one cluster
or region of resources to another [9,10]. Similarly, social
insect swarms, such as those of many ants and honeybees,
exhibit phases of diffusive and focused search in response
to changing resource distributions, as perceived at the level
of the colony [11–13].
Traces of the historical significance of this trade-off are
found in the evolution of cognition. Recent comparative
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Table 1. Examples of trade-offs between exploitation and exploration across cognitive domains
Animal foraging
Visual search
Information search
Search in memory
Search in problem solving
Social (group) learning

Exploiting a known berry bush versus exploring for new bushes
Analyzing one spot on a chest radiograph versus looking for the next spot to check
Searching within a document versus searching for new documents; deciding when to
accept an item on a menu versus continuing to look for new items
Trying to remember more African animals versus switching to Australian animals
Focusing on solutions that have worked in the past versus seeking new solutions
Learning or copying existing knowledge versus using innovation to seek new knowledge

neurobiological findings of dopaminergic and related mechanisms support a putative common ancestral precursor for
foraging behaviors across many animal species. Our developing understanding of the shared control structures
among neural correlates of response selection (e.g., prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia), exploration and memory
(e.g., hippocampus), and visual attention (e.g., parietal
cortex) has produced the realization that numerous goaldirected processes central to human cognition rely on the
integration of search-related architectures. Findings such
as these lead to the compelling conclusion that the same
cognitive and neural processes underlie much of human
behavior involving cognitive search – in both external and
internal environments [9,14].
Beyond the individual, our understanding of the exploitation–exploration trade-off extends to the collective
behavior of social insects, formal institutions, and populations organized around political and social identity. In all
cases, performance depends on striking an optimal balance
between imitating best practices and experimenting with
innovations. Here we follow the path from individual to
collective behavior, offering a tour of the unifying themes
on search that encompass its evolutionary, ecological,
neural, algorithmic, and social bases.
From spatial foraging to foraging in mind
Individual organisms must strike the proper balance
between global exploration and local exploitation to
survive – exploring sufficiently to find resources and
exploiting sufficiently to harvest them. This optimal
control problem is well-studied in animal foraging, where
numerous species focus on finding resources in a cluster
(or patch) until their acquisition rate falls below some
threshold, as described by the marginal value theorem
[15]. At that point, organisms typically leave to seek a
new patch [10,16]. Related spatial search strategies
apply when there are not clear boundaries around
resources. In such cases, predictions can be made about
how particular strategies are appropriate to different
resource ecologies and cognitive capacities of organisms
(Box 1).
Visual search in humans involves at least two nested
senses of exploration and exploitation. In a typical visual
search task, observers would look for targets among distractor items in a series of scenes or displays. Observers
might be said to exploit each scene until the time comes to
move on and explore the next scene [17]. On a finer scale,
observers explore from item to item in a scene, spending
differing amounts of time exploiting each attended item.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the factors governing this

within-scene exploration. Under reduced-stimulus conditions, observers come close to optimally balancing withinscene exploration and exploitation. Similar issues arise
when deciding to move between visual scenes. For example, radiologists may have many images to scan and must
balance local search time in each against the need to

Box 1. Animal foraging
How long should a foraging animal stay within a given resource
patch? In Charnov’s (1976) marginal value theorem, a forager with
perfect knowledge of the environment spends t time units exploiting
and depleting a resource patch and takes t time units to travel from
one patch to another. Within each patch, the forager gains an
amount of food specified by the function g(t), with the rate of gain
decelerating the more the patch has been exploited. The mean
intake rate for an animal exploiting a sequence of these patches is:
gðtÞ
[I]
ðt þ tÞ
The value of t with the highest possible intake rate satisfies the
‘marginal value’ condition:
gðtÞ
[II]
ðt þ tÞ
This means that the forager should leave a patch when its
instantaneous rate of intake in the patch g0 (t) falls to the mean intake
rate for the environment as a whole. Hence, foragers should leave
patches relatively early in rich environments but leave later in
poorer environments. Qualitatively, this prediction is well supported
[10,88].
Strategies change with increasing uncertainty about the quality of
the current resource or the likelihood of finding something better.
With non-depleting patches, a forager should ‘stay forever’ in a
patch of the best type once it finds it; for example, trap-building
spiders occupy permanent feeding sites after a period of sampling.
This is a type of optimal stopping problem, comparing the value of
the current resource to the forager’s expectations about future
rewards (cf. [15] versus [89]).
In situations with poorly defined patch boundaries (e.g., a
bumblebee exploiting clumps of flowers), foragers often rely on
area-restricted search, intensifying their search in a local area after
encounters with food but exploring more as food encounters
decrease [9,90]. This can be modeled as satiety S controlling
frequency of turning r with an increasing function r = R(S). Now,
turning will be highest in areas of highest prey density. Such a
process can generate ‘preytaxis’, in which foragers climb gradients
of prey abundance [90].
At larger spatial scales, resource gradients can be more complex;
gradient-following rules may then fail by becoming trapped on
inferior local maxima far from global peaks of resource abundance.
Making occasional large movements independent of recent experience may then be beneficial. One strategy that accomplishes this is
a Lévy flight, which is operationally defined as any heavy-tailed
search strategy such that path lengths, l, are drawn from a powerlaw distribution, with Pðl j Þ ¼ l m
and 1 < m < 3 [91]. Under what
j
conditions Lévy flights are common or optimal, however, is hotly
debated [5,92,93].

g0 ðtÞ ¼
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Figure 1. Local exploration in human visual search. In visual search, people look
for specific letter targets; for example, Fs in an array of letter distractors. The local
exploitation step is the act of recognizing a letter and determining whether it is
your target. The local exploration step is the act of selecting the next letter
(accomplished at a rate of about 20–40 letters/s). All else being equal, visual
attention is drawn to salient items in the field (A). How then are we to avoid
perseverating on one incorrect but vivid letter? One answer (B) is to rely on the
phenomenon of ‘inhibition of return’ (IOR) [94]. If one attends or fixates on an item
and then deploys one’s gaze or attention away from that item, it becomes harder to
bring the gaze or attention back to the original item than to move it elsewhere. It
was originally believed that IOR would permit attention to sample the display
without replacement. Unfortunately, further research found that visual search was
not markedly impaired when IOR was blocked and observers had to sample with
replacement. A more moderate view might hold that IOR serves to bias exploration
toward new items (C) even if it does not absolutely prevent return to a rejected
item. However, given enough time, observers can adopt strategies that allow them
to prevent perseveration [95]. Thus, for example, one might ‘read’ a display from
side to side and top to bottom. This more controlled, prospective strategy (D)
would avoid sampling with replacement but would slow the rate with which items
can be processed. In some cases, a more chaotic strategy will get you to the target
more quickly [96].

examine the next radiograph in the stack. The decision to
move to the next case is driven by the visual properties of
the stimulus [3], the probability of finding a target [18], the
reward structure [19], the number of objects to scan in
the stimulus [20], and the history of errors [17]. All of
these are also factors common to search in other domains.
Modulation between exploration and exploitation is also
fundamental to many non-spatial aspects of human behavior. Social search for potential mates (e.g., in marriage and
divorce) may proceed from local search (e.g., people highly
similar to the searcher) to global search as thresholds for
mate quality are adjusted with age [21]. Humans searching
for information in the external environment – information
foraging (e.g., on the Web or through social networks) – also
switch adaptively between local and global search: people
leave a local patch of web pages when they perceive that
its value has fallen below what can be found globally
elsewhere [22]. In decision making, the search for cues
on which to base choices often starts with those that have
48

been most useful in the past (local focus) and proceeds to
others until enough cues have been found to select an
option [23]. This pattern also arises in problem solving.
For example, when engaged in an anagram task that
involves making words from a set of random letters, people
use the discovery of past solutions to determine how long to
stay in a local ‘patch’ [24], as they also do when angling for
fish in a sequence of virtual ponds on a computer screen
[25]. Expecting resources near where (or when) other
resources have been found may be a broadly adaptive
cognitive bias – explaining, for example, the tendency
for people and nonhuman primates to expect ‘streaky’
outcomes, sometimes called the hot-hand fallacy [26].
Exploration can be random, treating all courses of action
more or less equally, or guided by beliefs about the structure of the environment [27–29]. The former, often called
model-free, is driven by stimulus-response relationships
and defines exploration as an increased probability of choosing an outcome associated with a lower expected value or of
choosing any behavior with unknown consequences. Beliefguided search, often called model-based, involves a cognitive
representation or map of the relational structure of the
environment. Model-based decisions can inform both
where and when to search by guiding search to regions that
provide more information. An example of model-based
‘when’ search is exploring to see whether a cake is finished
baking only after sufficient time has passed to allow it to do
so. In the model-free case, there is no model of the temporal
dynamics of baking, simply knowledge that baking cakes
need checking. While model-free exploration is typically
defined by choosing outcomes with lower expected rewards
than exploitation, model-based exploration can lead to
greater long-term rewards by using cognitive representations to decide both where and when exploration is most
likely to pay dividends in the future [30,31]; from this
perspective, learning can be conceived of as a foraging
process [32].
Are internal and external search processes governed by
common underlying mechanisms? Figure 2 illustrates a
recent priming study that found that experience with more
local exploitation in a spatial foraging task led to more
focused production of word solutions in a subsequent anagram task [33]. The common mechanism is also supported
by findings demonstrating that measures of executive
capacity (e.g., working memory span) are related to search
in various domains, both internal and external [34–37],
including visual search [38,39]. Furthermore, dynamic
switching between local and global search has been suggested to account for human decisions to move from one
‘region’ of memory to another – for example, when recalling
types of animal in a verbal fluency task [6] – as well as
decisions to leave visible patches (e.g., berry bushes in a
simulated berry-picking task) [40].
The neurobiology of cognitive search
Cognitive search involves the capacity to maintain
goals in stable neural representations and to relax these
representations as needed to create opportunities for
flexibility and exploration in either the internal or external world. These capacities allow us to search not only in
the present, but also in the past and the future (Box 2).
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Figure 2. Priming from external to internal search. (A) People initially searched for hidden targets (invisible to the participants, but shown in black) in environments with
either clustered or diffuse resource distributions. The lower two panels show typical foraging patterns in the two environments. Following this period of foraging in external
space, people’s internal search behavior was quantified in a lexical search task. In the lexical search task, participants were asked to find 30 words across a series of letter
sets, with multiple words possible per letter set. (B) A network representation of search in one letter set where participants found multiple words in the letter set NSBDOE.
Nodes represent solutions and links between nodes represent transitions between solutions. Node size is proportional to the number of participants who provided that
solution. Link thickness is proportional to the number of participants who made that transition. Bigram similarity between previous solutions and the original letter set
shows a clear tendency to produce solutions that are more like the previous solution, N – 1, than like solutions two items back, N – 2, or the letter set. Priming is shown in
panel (C), with individuals in the clustered condition staying longer in letter sets (post-test–pretest time) than individuals in the diffuse condition. Reproduced from [33].

Research in neuroscience is uncovering core neural architectures for guiding search and mediating the exploration–
exploitation trade-off – stability and flexibility – in relation
to goal maintenance.
A host of neural circuits initiate and control search
based on goals and motivations and the simultaneous
identification of uncertainty with respect to their attainment. with the exploration–exploitation trade-off and its
requisite goal maintenance and updating are the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortices [41,42]. These regions
interact with numerous other brain structures associated
with the control of attention, action evaluation, and outcome prediction, including the anterior cingulate cortex,
the hippocampal formation, and the dorsal, ventral, medial
and lateral aspects of the striatum. For example, the
prefrontal areas interact with the hippocampal formation
more predictably during flexible behaviors in rats [43–45]
and humans [46,47] and this is reduced as habits form and
dorsal and lateral aspects of the striatum learn action
chains [48–50].
Although these interactions are governed by numerous
neuromodulators, a key component is dopamine [51,52].
Dopamine is known to facilitate attentional control in
response to unexpected stimuli [53], to modulate rewardseeking across species [9,54], and to manipulate goal
maintenance and updating via phasic and tonic activation
patterns [55,56]. How does dopamine mediate stability and
flexibility in the brain? Dopamine receptor stimulation is
proposed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of neuronal
firing [57]. This leads to increased robustness of goal

representations in the face of intervening distractors [58],
maintaining the stability of goals and actions associated
with their exploitation.
In addition to dopamine, the stabilization of search with
respect to goal-relevant representations may also involve
acetylcholine and noradrenaline (norepinephrine), which
modulate levels of activation associated with expected
and unexpected uncertainty [59], respectively – that is,
whether the uncertainty originates from cues that are
known to be unreliable or cues that are grossly inconsistent
with the current context. In particular, noradrenaline has
been proposed to mediate the shift from exploration to
exploitation by changing the tonic background activity of
neurons in the prefrontal cortex [60,61], thereby altering
the threshold for new goal representations to compete for
activation. When one course of action leads to less-thanexpected rewards, neuromodulators in the brain lower the
threshold for exploring alternatives [40,44]. Similarly,
serotonin may also contribute to modulating search and,
in particular, the propensity for model-based versus modelfree search strategies [28,62].
The role of these brain regions and neurotransmitters
naturally leads to predictions about pathologies of goaldirected and, specifically, search-related behavior associated
with corresponding lesions or dysfunctions of neuromodulation. Many symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, addiction,
obsessive–compulsive disorder, schizophrenia, attention
deficit disorder, and depression can be interpreted as deficits
in search-related neural architectures and fall at the
extremes of the exploration–exploitation trade-off [9,62,63].
49
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Box 2. From foraging to deliberation
Cognitive search in humans offers the capacity to search within
one’s knowledge of the external world via simulation of that
external world. This creates the capacity for deliberation. When
faced with a complex and difficult choice, humans will deliberate
over their options by constructing imagined future outcomes and
evaluating them serially [97,98]. This is a search through an internal
model of the world [99–101].
In the 1930s, Tolman observed that rats would sometimes pause
and reorient back and forth at choice points and suggested that this
behavior entailed a form of ‘vicarious trial and error’ – an internal
search process [102]. It is now known that, during these behaviors,
hippocampal representations encode future options [103] and
hippocampal–prefrontal interactions increase [45,104], a process
called episodic future thinking. Humans with damage to the
hippocampal–prefrontal interacting system do not deliberate over
choices and do not show these internal search processes [46,105].
The same trade-offs that impact external search processes affect
this type of internal search. For example, should one continue to
take time to explore possibilities (exploration) or should one stop
and take the best choice found so far (exploitation)? Because the
internal search is a computation, it takes time, which will slow one’s
interaction with the external world. Interestingly, there is strong
evidence that mammalian decision making includes internal
(cognitive) search, external (interactive) search processes, and
cached (exploitation) processes [63]. Which process drives decision
making depends on the time available for introspection and the
information known about the world [106–108]. The advantage of
internal search is that possible outcomes can be considered without
the time commitment and inherent danger of implementing them.
However, taking too much time to deliberate can be disastrous. At
some point, the search (exploration) has to be stopped and the
action (exploitation) taken. When one is truly time limited (for
example, in sports), this internal, deliberative search process is
often purposely bypassed by a less flexible (cached) action-selection
system that has been learned through extensive training, often
referred to as overlearned or automatic processing [108,109].

Collective problem solving in social species
Social systems also face the exploration–exploitation
trade-off, but they mediate this trade-off in two distinct
ways. Some social organisms, such as honeybees, and
many ant species, delegate exploration and exploitation
across different individuals so that individuals do not have
to navigate the trade-off. Beginning with Karl von Frisch
[64], biologists recognized that social insect colonies are
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often divided into scouts who explore independently for
new food sources, and workers who are recruited to exploit
what others find (e.g., by pheromones in ants or the waggle
dance in honeybees). The exploratory behavior of scouts is
also modulated by dopaminergic agonists, but it is unclear
to what extent this is homologous with the mechanisms
described above [65]. Individuals also exhibit the flexibility
to switch roles, with those failing to find recruitment
signals within the colony switching to scouting behavior
[66]. Consequently, the proportion of a colony participating
in exploration increases if there are not enough existing
foraging locations for the workers to exploit. Across
species, the capacity for individuals to exploit resources
discovered by others creates an additional exploration–
exploitation trade-off beyond that posed for individuals –
one that is a strength and a weakness of social systems
(Box 3).
A second way that social systems can negotiate this
trade-off is by altering the underlying connectivity between individuals and thus manipulating the ability of
individuals to socially influence one another. The optimal
level of connectivity also depends uniquely on the structure
of the search problem. For search over smooth environments with single peaks, experiments on humans and
simulations have found that fully connected groups can
outperform less well-connected groups; however, as environments became more multipeaked and rugged, less wellconnected communication networks lead to longer periods
of exploration and better long-term solutions [67,68]. Such
diffuse communication systems may also resemble the
foraging tactics of groups who can track moving resource
gradients that are detectable collectively but are undetectable to individual foragers (Figure 3).
Both social–cognitive approaches to the exploration–
exploitation trade-off – mixed roles across individuals
and controlled communication connectivity between individuals – are found in cultural systems of human innovation. Federal systems rely on separate states to explore
new policies and exploit what other states find [69]. Franchises experiment with new products and advertising
plans in distinct locations and then carefully control the

Box 3. Social search
Many organisms utilize social information when searching for
resources (such as food or an appropriate habitat) and when making
decisions. In this way individuals can integrate personally-acquired
information about their environment with social information, the
latter based on the positions and behavior of others [74,110]. If effort
is required to find items, organisms may limit their costs by exploiting
the search effort of others. Thus, individuals can ‘scrounge’ information from ‘producers’ [111]. If too many individuals adopt a
scrounging strategy, however, it pays to invest in personal search.
This leads to a frequency-dependent balance of strategies within
populations, although this often does not maximize population-level
resource acquisition due to the game-theoretic nature of producer–
scrounger behavior [111–114].
For search scenarios, organisms must detect – and climb – noisy,
long-range environmental (e.g., temperature, salinity, resource)
gradients. Here, social interactions can provide substantial additional
benefit by allowing individuals, simply through grouping, to average
their imperfect estimates of temporal and spatial cues (the so-called
‘wisdom-of-crowds’ effect) [115]. Due to the investment necessary to
obtain personal information, however, this again sets the scene for
50

producers (searchers) to be exploited by others [116]. Alternatively, a
recent experimental study of gradient detection in schooling fish
discovered that distributed sensing, correlated with group size,
facilitates adaptive responses to complex environmental gradients
[74]. Thus, groups can exhibit a size-dependent exploratory awareness of the environment that is not present at the individual level.
In other organisms, such as the eusocial insects (e.g., ants, bees),
additional communication strategies enhance search. Many ants
deposit chemical trails during search, allowing others to determine
which areas have previously been searched and where food has been
found, along with (approximately) when, as indicated by the degree of
trail evaporation. Thus, different chemicals employed simultaneously
can guide potential searchers to engage in rapid, directed motion
through areas of low interest and intensive search of other areas
[117]. Similarly, honeybees modulate the search efforts of other
group members through the waggle dance, which, performed within
the nest, indicates to others the approximate direction, quality, and
distance to resources. As with other search processes, some degree
of error has been found to be adaptive in the dance, allowing an
effective balance between exploration and exploitation [118,119].
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found in the past [73]. This is not unlike the search
behavior observed among schooling fish [74].
In self-organized social domains, sometimes called coordination problems, people can self-assign roles to achieve
the level of diversity in exploration and exploitation needed
to track past success while simultaneously seeking better
solutions [75]. Beneficial diversity can also come from differences in individual ability, but its usefulness depends on
how information is aggregated across individuals and the
kinds of problems they are solving [13,76,77]. Furthermore,
exploration can be facilitated by dissent and ignorance:
dissent can delay collective decisions, increasing the number of options considered by keeping exploratory discussion
open [78], while individuals who participate in collective
decisions with unbiased or uninformed preferences may
tend to inhibit strongly opinionated minorities and promote
a fair representation of opinions within groups [79]. Finally,
in philosophy and political science, group deliberation is
often viewed as a process of social search through a problem
space in which different institutional rules affect the balance between exploring that space and exploiting the existing positions of individuals [80]. Thus, the capacity for
different individuals to have different amounts and qualities of information extends the adaptive achievement of
exploration–exploitation trade-offs from social foragers to
more cognitively abstract domains of culture and policy.
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Figure 3. Collective search allows individuals to track environmental gradients that
occur at long length scales relative to the size of individuals, as well as to track
gradients that they cannot individually detect. (A) The positions of 30 fish are
shown as they negotiate, collectively, a moving light field toward the preferred
darker regions. The snapshots are 2 s apart, with time progressing downward. (B)
Performance, as measured by the time-averaged darkness level at fish locations,
increases with group size. Experiments (points connected by dotted line) and
simulations (red line) show this to be a function of individual fish simply
manipulating their speed (moving slower in darker regions) while maintaining
connectivity via locally mediated social interactions. Thus, counter to the
conventional view of the ‘wisdom of crowds’, in which individuals pool
imperfect estimates [120], here detection of the local light gradient is absent at
the individual level (individuals employ only a scalar measure of the light intensity
at their present location), yet exploration and exploitation emerge as a dynamic
property of the collective. Reproduced from [74].

diffusion of these innovations [70]. Also, firms directly
control roles and imitation by attempting to balance the
exploration of new product-market domains with an exploitative focus on increasing existing product-market efficiency; firms better able to achieve this see higher sales
growth [71]. Roles and connectivity can also be extended
over time, to adapt to changing environments. For example, search for innovations by groups (including industries
and nations) can be improved through balancing small
bursts of social learning during periods of environmental
change against long stretches of exploiting known strategies during periods of environmental stability [72]. In
environments where solutions are hard to find but nonetheless indicated by other solutions, imitation can act as a
form of group memory and enhance long-term performance
by facilitating search around good solutions that have been

Concluding remarks and future directions
This review provides a framework for envisioning cognition
as a search process characterized by the exploration–
exploitation trade-off, which scales from individuals to
society (Figure 4). Viewing cognition as a search process
highlights the potential conserved properties and problems, shared neural and cognitive mechanisms, and
homologous or convergent evolutionary origins of many
components of cognition [81]. Moreover, some components
of cognitive search appear to be domain general, possibly
facilitating the goal maintenance necessary for modelbased internal foraging over varieties of cognitive representations [33].
Socially interacting groups regularly engage in search,
acting as distributed cognitive systems to the extent that
they collectively develop a cognitive representation of the
environment that no one individual fully contains and
behave based on that representation [82]. Consequently,
they clearly face the same exploration–exploitation tradeoff, which they can solve in novel ways such as altering the
exploratory biases of individuals or altering the communication structure between individuals. Cognitive systems at
the individual level utilize similar mechanisms. For example, individuals can alternate between exploration and
exploitation in space and brains can alternate between
exploration and exploitation by modulating connectivity
via changes in tonic firing. Considering links between the
individual and group levels invites questions about the
extent to which social adaptations for the exploration–
exploitation trade-off are built on cognitive faculties for
mediating the trade-off within individuals. If spatial
foraging provides a precursor for internal foraging, it
may also have provided pre-adaptations for aspects of
socially coordinated exploration.
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Figure 4. Examples of cognitive approaches to the exploration–exploitation tradeoff, as discussed in the text.

The cognitive search perspective also requires us to
consider how cognitive representations of different types
of search space – whether internal or external – interact
with different possible search mechanisms (Box 4). Do
some cognitive representations obey the same rules as
physical 2D or 3D space or can those representations
increase the dimensionality of search problems, in much
the same way as genomic complexity increases the
dimensionality of evolutionary search [83]? Does this
increased dimensionality require new search strategies?

Box 4. Outstanding questions
 What cognitive representations of search spaces are there, what
are their features, how do we switch between them, and how
might they change over time?
 How do attentional processes guide information search in
external and internal environments and how might this be related
to other cognitive domains, such as categorization, learning, or
language production?
 How are search processes biologically and cognitively adapted to
the structure of different environments?
 Does role switching in social systems operate in the same way as
role-switching decisions in the context of individual foraging? In
addition, does a similar kind of group-level working memory
capacity govern the exploration–exploitation trade-off in social
systems?
 Can differences in exploration policies between social insect
groups, franchises, and federal systems be linked to aspects of
their internal structure?
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A more complete understanding of cognitive search
requires studies of the mechanisms for controlling and
optimizing search as well as of how they interact with
the structure of various internal and external environments. This will include understanding how search processes respond to both dynamic and noisy environments
[84,85]. We also need to develop methodologies for disentangling changes in cognitive representations from
changes in the search processes that navigate them. For
example, is age-related cognitive decline in memory a
consequence of problems with the search processes [37]
or with changes in the memory representation, which may
reflect degradation [86] or enrichment [87], or both?
Search also offers a framework for understanding cognitive problems in relation to their molecular, genetic, and
neural underpinnings. Knowing how these building blocks
influence search at one level of description can offer
insights into why we see changes at other levels. As noted
above, maladaptive states of both individual and group
search lie at the extremes of too much exploitation (compulsiveness, perseveration, and groupthink) or too much
exploration (impulsiveness, inattentiveness, and failure to
leverage social information). Understanding how these
extremes arise in response to age, pathology, genetics,
environment, and social structure represents significant
challenges to a wide range of fields in cognitive science –
challenges for which a shared conceptual framework offers
both insights and a basis for communicating our ideas and
questions.
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